A new quantum regime of the optical parametric oscillator is reported. The strong coupling between the single photon pump mode and the signal-idler modes leads to splitting of the transmission resonance of a cavity containing an optical parametric oscillator. The characteristics of the transmission doublet are obtained.
It is now well established both theoretically [1, 2] and experimentally [3, 4] [3] .
Consider for simplicity the case of degenerate parametric oscillator. The Hamiltonian can be written in the form Ho = h to, a'ta + h to b t b + h g (b t a + a t b-') .
where the annihilation and creation operators a and a t (b and bt) refer to the pump mode (signal-idler mode).
The pump mode is driven by a weak external field of frequency col so that total Hamiltonian 0' becomes H' = Ho -h(G*ae ' " + c.c. ), where 6 describes the coupling of the cavity mode a to external field. In order to keep the analysis as simple as possible we choose~= 2~b and we will work in a frame rotating with the frequency~& of the external driving field. In the rotating frame the effective Hamiltonian can be written as
In addition we include the leakage of photons from the cavity -the leakage as usual is described by a lp=, o+" (7) The halfwidth at half maximum is equal to z(~, + 2~b).
Note further that the decay of the bare states is given by p10, 10 2&a p10, 10P 02,02 4&b P02,02~ (g) and thus the net linewidth is the average of the decay rates of the bare states i1, 0) and i0, 2). We next examine the experimental feasibility of the predicted effect. The nonlinear d coefficient [6] for a crystal like LiNb03is 6.25 X 10 '2 m/V -1. 5 X 10 s esu. The g coefficient will be (2d/ti) (2n. her/V)'t V (n. hen/V). The factor (2m hcu/V)'i2 comes from the quantization of each field. The extra volume factor is from integration over the range of interaction. For cavities of the kind used in recent experiments [3, 7] 
